The phonological similarity effect (PSE) in immediate serial recall (ISR) refers to the finding that phonologically similar items, such as mad cap cat, generally are more difficult to recall in the correct order than are phonologically distinct items, such as cow bar pen. This effect was first reported by Conrad and Hull (1964) and has since been widely acknowledged in the experimental literature (Baddeley, 1986; Burgess & Hitch, 1992; Longoni,Richardson,& Aiello, 1993; Nairne, 1990; Schweickert, 1993; Schweickert, Guentert, & Hersberger, 1990) . Nairne and Kelley (1999) considered PSE to be a benchmark fact of ISR, Gathercole (1997) referred to PSE as one of the key empirical findings that affords a challenge to any model of short-term memory, and Page and Norris (1998) argued that an explanation of PSE is an essential test of such models.
1992). Verbal stimuli that are likely to be perceived as less meaningful or less familiar and that could be interpreted as being less well connected to semantic and lexical longterm memory have not been explored as systematically as other materials have been in the ISR task. Even the most meaningless verbal utterances are likely to activate a variety of long-term memory representations that guide perception and behavior, but the associative value of nonword utterances will generally be lower than that of regular words. That is, the participant will generally need more time to come up with an association to a nonword than to a word (Lian, Karlsen, & Winsvold, 2001) .
A consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) combination constitutes a nonword when it does not currently form a whole word in the natural vocabulary of the participant. Nonwords differ with respect to wordlikeness in the sense that they may sound more or less like familiar words and may contain more or less the same phoneme segments as familiar words do. Phonemic segments, lexemes, meanings, and associations are long-term memory representations that people may rely on in order to retain all types of verbal material in primary memory tasks. The functional memory code may differ from case to case, depending on the familiarity and meaningfulness of the material to be remembered, the time available for processing, and other factors (Bartlett, 1932; Neisser, 1982) . Lian et al. (2001) used a reaction time measure to distinguish between nonwords of high and low associative value. All nonwords fulfilled the phonotacticalrules of the first language of the participants. Yet a classical PSE was found only for nonwords with high associative value. For
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nonwords of low associative value, there was a reversal of PSE. The reversal of PSE for nonwords was recently replicated with new material and a rhyming component not present in the initial study (Lian, Karlsen, & Eriksen, 2004) . The way in which PSE interacts with lexicality and associative value implies that PSE depends on the activation of familiar lexical representations, but the reversal seems to contradict two other reports in the literature. Besner and Davelaar (1982) found that PSE occurs for nonword syllables independent of the wordlikeness of the items, and Gathercole, Pickering, Hall, and Peaker (2001) demonstrated PSE for words as well as nonwords. Yet Gathercole et al. also found an interaction between lexicality (words vs. nonwords) and phonological similarity in the form of a diminution of PSE for nonwords relative to words. Lian et al. (2001) suggested that the definition and selection of nonwords influenced those results, arguing that Besner and Davelaar's nonwords may have been of high associative value and that Gathercole et al.'s nonwords may have been a mixture of high and low associative values, with a majority being items of high associative value.
The interaction between lexicality and phonological similarity and between associative value and phonological similarity challengesall current models of phonological working memory. Note that this interaction is demonstrated by way of the traditional serial recall score-that is, the number of items recalled in correct position in the ISR task. Current models, however, account for PSE in terms of probabilitiesof transposition errors. The primacy model of Page and Norris (1998) , which assumes a twostage choice process in the ISR task, locates the disruptive effects of phonological similarity at the output stage. A phonologicallynonconfusableitem that is forwarded from the f irst stage will activate no items other than itself, whereas a confusable item will activate a number of other items at the output stage and thereby increase the likelihood of transposition errors. In the Burgess and Hitch (1999) model, PSE is similarly accounted for in terms of a second-stage competition among confusable items that increases the probability of transposition errors. However, the disadvantage of phonological similarity, as demonstrated by the error analysis of the recall protocol, is not necessarily associated with a similar disadvantage in relation to the serial recall score. Serial recall of phonologically similar lists may be disadvantaged in terms of transposition errors and yet be excellent in terms of the serial recall score when compared with the recall of phonologically distinct lists. Lian et al. (2004) demonstrated that transposition errors were more frequent in the recall of phonologicallysimilar CVC trigrams than in lists of phonologically distinct items. Even so, significantly more items in the former lists, as compared with the distinct lists, were recalled in the correct position. The dominance of transposition errors with the phonologicallysimilar items did not prevent a reversal of PSE with nonword trigrams. Fallon, Groves, and Tehan (1999) argued that the serial recall score is affected both by position accuracy and item memory, and therefore, they suggested three alternative scoring procedures for the ISR task. In addition to the commonly used (1) serial recall score (i.e., the number of items recalled in correct serial position), they introduced the (2) item score, the number of items recalled from the list regardless of the order in which they were recalled. Finally, they suggested a (3) score of positionaccuracy, which is the number of items recalled in correct serial position as a proportion of the number of items recalled regardless of position. Although these scoring procedures do not permit a complete disentanglement of item and order memory in the ISR task (see Neath, 1999) , they do permit a structurally more complex description of the serial recall performance. First of all, it is now possible to demonstrate that phonological similarity may have different effects on serial recall performance as assessed by the three scoring criteria. The traditional serial recall score is confounded by the item recall score; the position accuracy score less so. In other words, PSE may have different effects on serial recall score and position accuracy (see . Therefore, we do not advise an assessment of PSE on the basis of serial recall score and transposition errors alone. Transposition errors are commonly defined as correctly recalled items in incorrect positions, and it follows that item recall is the sum of the serial recall score and the proportion of transposition errors. It also follows that the proportion of transposition errors will be inversely related to position accuracy. But as long as the number of intrusions and omissions are unknown, transpositions predict neither the serial recall nor the item scores in the ISR task.
The interaction between phonological similarity and lexicality is surprising in light of many current models of short-term memory, and it points to a distinction between two types of phonologicalrepresentations. Such a distinction contrasts with the idea of a single phonological store in the working memory model (Baddeley, 2001) and with the idea of one level of acoustic features in the feature model (Nairne, 1990) . Currently, it is only the interactive model by Gathercole and Martin (1996) that explicitly distinguishes between familiar and unfamiliar phonological utterances in the serial recall task. Familiar sounds may activate lexical-phonological representations in a higher level phonological space that is associated with the classical PSE, whereas unfamiliar sounds may rely more on unstable activations in the lower level phonological network that is associated with the reversal of PSE.
Other models of short-term memory may be able to account for the interaction between lexicality and phonological similarity by introducing a parameter that accounts for the lexical status of items to be remembered. Each presented word should activate the corresponding long-term memory word representation, whereas an unfamiliar trigram should activate long-term memory representations of its phonologicalsegments. Such a parameter would account for the typical main effects of lexicality: word frequency and wordlikeness in the serial recall task (Gathercole et al., 2001 ; Hulme, Roodenrys, Brown, & Mercer, 1995) . Whereas a reduced serial recall score is associated with an increase in transposition errors in the case of phonologically similar words, it is also the case that the shared phoneme segment may work as a phonologicalcategory cue that increases the item recall score of similar words. Indeed, in Lian et al. (2004) this category cuing effect is particularly strong in the case of nonwords. A difference in the item recall of distinct and similar lists, then, would account for the difference in the serial recall scores (see . Thus a reversal of PSE may be associated with an advantage of item recall from the phonologically similar lists, whereas the normal PSE occurs when items in the phonologicallysimilar and distinct lists have an equal probability of being recalled.
Phonological similarity, having different effects on words and nonwords, may also affect the three types of scores in the ISR task differently. Fallon et al. (1999) argued that in some experimental conditions, phonological similarity has opposite effects on item and position accuracy scoring. In their study, item scores for three phonological categories differed significantly from each other in the following order: rhyme . distinct . similar nonrhyme words. There was no difference between the correctin-position scores of distinct and rhyming words, but position accuracy for distinct words was significantly higher than position accuracy for both rhyming and similar nonrhyming words. Thus, detrimental effects of phonological similarity are more evident in terms of position accuracy than in correct-in-position scores in serial recall tasks. Fallon et al. argued that the lack of a difference between the correct-in-position scores of rhyme and distinct lists is caused by phonological similarity's affecting the rhyme lists in two opposing ways: The positive effect of category cuing in item recall masks the detrimental effect of phonological similarity in recall accuracy.
Experiment 1 was designed to replicate Fallon et al.'s (1999) work using meaningless CVC trigrams instead of words. If words and nonwords are represented in different phonological layers (Gathercole & Martin, 1996) , differing with respect to the stability of representations, it may be questioned whether Fallon et al.'s finding extends to nonwords. To test this possibility, we created lists of nonwords corresponding to Fallon et al.'s three phonological categories: distinct, rhyme, and similar nonrhyme. Fallon et al.'s rhyme lists consisted of consonant-contrasting words such as cat and rat; in the present work they were consonant-contrastingnonwords such as tiv and div. In addition, we introduced a fourth category of trigrams that shared the initial and final consonants (e.g., keb and kab), and this category of vowel-contrasting items shall be referred to as consonant frame items.
In Fallon et al.'s (1999) Experiment 1, which contained no item repetitions across conditions, position accuracy appeared to be inversely related to the number of phonemes shared by all items in the presented list. This finding can be accounted for by the primacy model of Page and Norris (1998) , the Burgess and Hitch model (1999) , and Nairne's (1990; Neath, 1999) feature model. However, the relationship between the number of shared phonemes and position accuracy was not demonstrated in their Experiment 2, in which a closed set of study items was used. Therefore, the observed association between the two variables seems to be grounded on the condition that all lists include only new items. In the present Experiment 1, like in Fallon et al.'s Experiment 1, we made use of an open set of trigrams-that is, new items were presented in every trial. Moreover, the rhyme and consonant frame lists consisted of items that shared two phonemes. Hence, position accuracy for items in these categories was expected to be inferior both to position accuracy for items in the similar nonrhyme category, which share one phoneme, and to position accuracy for items in the phonologically distinct category, which share no phonemes. If there were an inverse relationship between position accuracy and the number of shared phonemes, one would expect no difference between the position accuracies of rhyme and consonant frame lists. Surprenant and Neath (1996) found that serial recall performance for vowel-contrasting lists (consonant frame trigrams), as measured by the correct-in-positionscore, was better than recall performance for consonant-contrasting lists (rhyme trigrams). However, a strict examination of their procedures shows that they did not run a serial recall experiment; rather, they inferred recall on the basis of data from a serial reconstruction task, and they did not compute a position accuracy score for these lists. Thus, it remains to be seen whether and in what respect ISR performance differs for consonant frame and rhyme nonwords. Lian et al. (2004) demonstrated that recall of consonant frame nonwords is superior to recall of rhyme nonwords, in terms of both item and position accuracy, when a closed set of study items was used. This finding does not support the hypothesis that position accuracy is inversely related to the number of shared phonemes in the presented items. It also challenges most models of short-term phonological memory. However, the observed recall difference between consonant frame and rhyme nonwords may be interpreted as a processing difference between vowel-and consonantcontrasting sounds. The present study will show whether the recall superiority of consonant frame nonwords can be replicated in comparison with the three other phonological categories of rhyme, similar nonrhyme, and distinct nonwords. Also, we will test Fallon et al.'s (1999) category cuing hypothesis by examining whether the superior item recall of rhyme words in their study extends to rhyme and consonant frame nonwords. Fallon et al. hypothesized that the final biphone in rhyme words serves as a category cue in item recall. The consonant frame too may similarly serve as a category cue, so one may expect item recall of the two categories to be superior to both distinct and similar nonrhyme lists.
A characteristic of the serial recall task is that list items are more or less unrelated to one another and are presented in a random order. It is therefore unlikely that a participant has encountered the items previously in exactly the same order, even if all the items are familiar. Thus, per-formance in the ISR task will be influenced by both item and order memory. However, each category of scores in this task (i.e., serial recall, item recall, and position accuracy) and error scores such as intrusions and transpositions will all be affected by both item and order memory. Saint-Aubin and Poirier (2000) have argued, item and order errors are not empirically independent. The probability of an order error will increase with the number of items recalled. They suggested that order or transposition errors should therefore be measured as proportion of order errors per item recalled. In accord with this condition, we shall look for any indicationsin the pattern of recorded errors of whether order memory is affected differently by the four phonologicalcategories, and we will test whether a reversal of PSE for nonword trigrams is associated with an advantage of item recall.
Some studies have shown that PSE is associated mainly with confusion of serial order or transpositions among the phonologically similar items in the list (Conrad, 1965; Drewnowski, 1980; Ellis, 1980; Healy, 1974; Murdock & vom Saal, 1967) . Item errors-such as omissions, repetitions, missed repetitions, and intrusions-do not increase to the same extent. Lian et al. (2004) found that order errors were more frequent in the recall of phonologically similar lists (e.g., rhyme and consonant frame lists), as compared with phonologicallydistinct lists both for words and nonwords, but across conditions transposition errors dominated in the serial recall of words and item errors dominated in the serial recall of nonwords. Although we are not in a positionto infer from the error category the specific type of information lost in recall (Neath, 1999) , we believe this finding indicates that phonological similarity is more detrimental to order memory of words than of nonwords, whereas other factors such as category cues or interlist similarities contribute to the advantages of phonological similarities in the recall of nonwords.
Despite the reversal of PSE for nonwords, as measured by serial recall and item score Lian et al., 2001) , phonologicalsimilarity may still have a detrimental effect on position accuracy for both words and nonwords . One may question whether phonological similarity is generally detrimental to order memory. In that case, phonologically similar lists such as rhyme and consonant frame lists should be inferior to distinct lists in the serial recognition task. Lian et al. (2001) found no effect of phonologicalsimilarity when serial recognition of similar nonrhyme trigrams was compared with serial recognition of distinct trigrams. However, rhyme and consonant frame lists consist of nonwords that share two out of three constituent phonemes, whereas similar nonrhyme nonwords share only one phoneme. Thus, in Experiment 2 we compared serial recognition of rhyme and consonant frame lists with serial recognition of distinct lists under conditions in which phonologicalsimilarity was aggravated by including two shared phonemes in the former list categories. By referring to rhyme, consonant frame, similar nonrhyme, and distinct lists in the present study, we distinguish between phonological similarities at the item level. It is important to note, however, that one may also distinguish between similarities at the list level, particularly when conditions are presented in a block-wise manner. This second type of similarity is likely to affect memory performance (see Lian et al., 2004) , but is not the topic of the present study.
EXPERIMENT 1
The present experiment differed from Lian et al.'s (2004) Experiment 1 in two ways. First, it made use of a similar nonrhyme condition-that is, lists of items that share a vowel (e.g., fab, laf, sav). Second, repetitions of items did not occur. New items were presented in every trial. This was done to reduce sources of cross-trial interference for all phonological categories. In Lian et al.'s (2004) Experiment 1, recall of distinct lists, which were created by combining items from phonologically similar lists, was relatively more burdened with this type of interference than was recall of the phonologically similar items, because lists within the blocks of phonologically distinct trials were less distinguishable from one another than were lists within the blocks of phonologically similar trials. For this reason, Lian et al. (2004) suggested that a specification of stimulus materials should be made at both list and item levels. In other words, recall of indistinct lists of distinct items was compared with the recall of distinct lists of indistinct items. In the present experiment, cross-trial interference was reduced by making conditions more similar at the list level while phonological differences were maintained at the item level.
Method
Participants. Thirty-two psychology students from the University of Oslo (13 men and 19 women; age range, 18-36 years) volunteered to participate in the experiment. All reported Norwegian as their first language and reported no documented hearing or language disability.
Materials. To optimize comparisons between the categories of phonological similarity with respect to the recall of both item and order information, we tried to minimize the effects of interlist interference by using different items on every trial. PSE will occur also when no items are repeated between trials (Coltheart, 1993) and when testing is done immediately after list presentation (Nairne & Kelley, 1999) . A total of 96 CVC trigrams were used in the experiment. They were selected on the basis of two criteria. (1) The trigrams had no, or very few, single form occurrences in The Oslo Corpus of Tagged Norwegian Texts (2000) , and (2) they could be sorted into one of four categories of phonological similarity (rhyme, consonant frame, distinct, or similar nonrhyme), with 24 items in each category. Four lists of six items were created within each phonological category. All trigrams were read with a short vowel by a speechtrained female actor and digitized at a 44.1 kHz rate. A short vowel is generally represented by a following double consonant (e.g., kk or tt) in written Norwegian. Hence, we recorded the number of singleform occurrences of the double-end consonant (CVCC) items in The Oslo Corpus (see Columns 4 and 8 of the Appendix). Ninety-one percent of the CVCC forms of the selected trigrams had zero occurrences in The Oslo Corpus.
The four categories of study lists were as follows: (1) lists of rhyming items that formed consonant contrasts-that is, the trigrams varied only in the initial consonant (e.g., tiv div kiv piv riv liv)-which shall henceforth be referred to as the rhyme category of items; (2) lists of rhyming items that formed vowel contrasts-that is, they varied only in their middle vowel (e.g., kab keb kob kåb kib kub)-which shall be referred to as the consonant frame category of items; (3) lists of phonologically distinct items (e.g., vur nev kon sid båp kad), which shall be referred to as the distinct category of items; and (4) lists of items that shared a vowel sound but differed with respect to initial and final consonant sounds (e.g., fab laf sav), which shall be referred to as the similar nonrhyme category of items.
The trigrams were selected with due consideration to phonological syntax and phonotactic frequencies in Norwegian. The phonotactic frequencies in the spoken language could not be assessed directly but were estimated indirectly from biphone frequencies in The Oslo Corpus (2000) . We recorded the number of word forms with CV as the initial biphone and also recorded the number of word forms with VC as the final biphone. The sum of the two frequencies, CV + VC, was assumed to be closely related to the phonotactic frequency of the trigram in spoken Norwegian. By transforming the sums into natural logarithms, we were able to compare mean phonotactic frequencies for the four categories of lists. Paired t tests of independent samples showed no significant differences between any of these categories.
Procedure. The sequence of lists within a phonological category remained constant, and the sequence of categories was balanced according to a Latin square design. The lists were presented via two loudspeakers, and particular sounds signaled the start and end of each list. The participants were instructed to recall the lists by saying aloud each of the nonwords in the correct order. In positions in which no item could be recalled, the participants were instructed to say "blank" or "no." The serial recall tasks were exemplified by way of two lists that were presented for practice. The participants were randomly assigned to one of two groups that differed with respect to the rate of the presentation of items. In one group, the nonword items were presented with an interstimulus interval (ISI) of 100 msec, and in the other group, the items were presented with an ISI of 500 msec.
The experimenter recorded all the responses by hand, and an audiotaped version of the responses was inspected to control on-line scoring. The experimenter scored correct-in-position items, missing items, transpositions, and item errors. The latter category was split into phonologically inaccurate responses and intrusions from other lists. Transpositions were recorded both per item presented and per item recalled. The error categories were defined according to traditional distinctions in the research literature (Ellis, 1980; Gathercole et al., 2001; Saint-Aubin & Poirier, 2000) and do not imply a specification of the information lost in recall.
A strict scoring regime was maintained-that is, a response was scored as correct only when all three phonemes of the trigram were correctly repeated. The participants signed an informed consent and were debriefed by way of a short note regarding the purpose of the experiment.
Design. The experiment was run according to a (2 3 4) mixed design, with ISI as a between-groups variable of two levels and phonological similarity as a within-participants variable of four levels.
Results
Fallon et al.'s (1999) three scores of recall were applied: The serial recall score is the number of items recalled in correct position, item recall is the number of items recalled regardless of position, and position accuracy is the serial recall to item recall ratio. A repeated measures analysis of variance (ANOVA) with one between-groups variable showed no main effect of presentation rate for any of the scoring procedures. A main effect of phonological similarity was observed for all three scores [serial recall, F(3,90) 5 25.12, p , .001; item recall, F(3,90) 5 131.08,
There was no significant interaction between presentation rate and phonologicalsimilarity for any of the scoring procedures, and we therefore collapsed the data across presentation rate in the following analyses. Table 1 shows the mean proportions of serial recall, item recall, and position accuracy according to phonological similarity for the entire data set.
Post hoc repeated measures t tests with sequential Bonferroni adjustments (a 5 .05) were undertaken for the three recall scores. We found that serial recall was significantly higher for consonant frame items than for rhyme [t (31) Error analysis. We adopted the traditional distinction between omissions, item errors, and order errors. The former type included all cases of blank responses. Item errors were split into two subcategories: intrusions from other lists and phonologically inaccurate items that were not whole-item intrusions from other lists. Order errors were items from the original list that were recalled in an incorrect position, including items that were repeated in an incorrect position. This category was split into proportions of order errors per item presented and proportionsof order errors per item recalled. The protocol of error scores is exhaustive in the sense that the sum of omissions, item errors, and order errors (per item presented) equals 1 minus the serial recall score. Table 2 shows the proportions of errors in five error categories for the four phonological cat- We undertook t tests for differences of order errors between phonological categories for order errors computed both per item presented and per item recalled. The results of these tests are summarized in Table 3 . The significant differences were between the rhyme and distinct categories and between the rhyme and similar nonrhyme categories, a result that demonstrates the domination of order errors for rhyme lists in terms of order errors both per item presented and per item recalled. The consonant frame category differed significantly from both distinct and similar nonrhyme categories in respect to order errors per item presented but not in respect to order errors per item recalled. In contrast, rhyme and consonant frame lists, which did not differ with respect to order errors per item presented, did differ with respect to order errors per item recalled.
We also undertook t tests for differences of mean omissions with Bonferroni corrections. These tests showed that consonant frame lists gave rise to significantlyfewer omissions than did both distinct [t (31) 
Discussion
The present experiment investigated whether Fallon et al.'s (1999) findings for words extend to nonwords. Effects of phonological similarity in the two experiments can be compared only by considering the recall data for rhyme, similar nonrhyme, and distinct lists. The fourth category, consonant frame lists, represents a new operationalization of phonological similarity. A specific discussion of the recall data for this category will be undertaken later.
Fallon et al.'s (1999) study confirmed the classical PSE for words when recall of similar nonrhyme words was compared with recall of distinct words, in terms of both serial recall and item recall scores. The present study shows that PSE was absent for nonwords when recall scores of the same item categories were compared. That is, there were no significant differences in serial recall and item recall for these categories of nonwords. The absence of PSE as measured by serial recall for distinct and similar nonrhyme lists seems consistent with Lian et al.'s (2001) study. They found a reversal of PSE for nonwords of low associative value when the same item categories were compared on the serial recall score. The nonword trigrams in the present experiment were selected on the basis of frequency counts in The Oslo Corpus (2000) without regard to associative value. Therefore, the present results may be a combined effect of nonword items of relatively high associative value that favor the recall of distinct items and nonword items of low associative value that favor the recall of similar nonrhyme items.
The contrasting results between Fallon et al.'s (1999) and the present study with respect to distinct and similar nonrhyme items, in terms of both serial and item recall, are consistent with Lian et al.'s (2001) arguments that different long-term memory mechanisms are involved in serial recall of words and nonwords. However, the results from the two studies do not contrast insofar as the recall data for distinct and rhyme lists are concerned. We found a reversal of PSE in terms of both serial and item recall. Fallon et al. demonstrated a reversal for item recall and an absence of PSE for serial recall. Both studies showed relatively good recall of rhyme items, particularly when measured as item recall, as compared with distinct and similar nonrhyme items. This result indicates a possible category cuing effect that occurs for both words and nonwords.
The present results do not provide much support for the hypothesis that position accuracy is an inverse function of the number of shared phonemes in the presented list. Both rhyme and consonant frame lists were recalled with less accuracy than were similar nonrhyme and distinct lists. But position accuracy for consonant frame lists did not differ significantly from that for similar nonrhyme and distinct lists. Nor did the latter categories differ with respect to position accuracy. Yet the results are not entirely inconsistent with the hypothesis.
Why is recall of items from rhyme lists less accurate than recall of items from consonant frame lists? The recall data for rhyme lists generally agrees with the results reported by Fallon et al. (1999) . These researchers attributed the superior item scores for rhyme items (i.e., consonantcontrasting items such as cat and rat) to a category cuing effect, but they claimed that "the advantage that category membership produces with item information disappears with position accuracy scoring" (Fallon et al., 1999, p. 303) . In the present experiment, however, the item recall advantage caused by a category cuing effect disappeared with position accuracy scoring for rhyme but not for consonant frame items, although both categories included phonemic segments that were likely to serve as category cues. Lian et al. (2004) demonstrated that the position accuracy advantage for consonant frame lists, relative to rhyme lists, applies to both words and nonwords. The present study replicated this advantage of consonant frame trigrams when an open set was used, showing that the position accuracy difference between two types of lists is a robust effect. If a cue is loaded with targets (see Nairne, 1990 )-as should be the case if the shared phonemes are employed as a retrieval cue-then item recall should increase and position accuracy should decrease. In the present study, this pattern differed somewhat for rhyme and consonant frame lists. Consonant frame lists had better item recall scores and position accuracy than did rhyme lists. It seems as if vowel variation causes greater distinctiveness than consonant variation does (see Surprenant & Neath, 1996) , but it is not entirely clear why this is so. In any case, vowel variation is associated with higher position accuracy than consonant variation is. It may be that consonant frame lists have both the cuing advantage of rhyme lists and the phonological distinctiveness advantage of distinct lists.
The recall data for consonant frame items in the present study give rise to particular questions that are rarely discussed in the experimental literature on phonological short-term memory. Why are consonant frame nonwords recalled better than nonwords are in the rhyme category? Item memory may depend on the size of the category, which may explain the difference in item scores between consonant frame and rhyme nonwords. The lists of consonant frame nonwords represent series of vowels, whereas the rhyme lists represent series of consonants. Whether the size of these categories also explains the recency advantage for vowels, as compared with consonants (Crowder, 1971) , is hard to say. But the fact that there are more consonants than vowels in most languages cannot explain why the serial position of items with differing vowels is recalled more accurately than is the serial position of items with differing consonants. Surprenant and Neath (1996) made use of a serial reconstruction task and found that memory performance for vowel-contrasting syllables was better than that for consonant-contrasting syllables, even when vowels were made less discriminable than consonants were. This result agrees with the present finding that positionaccuracy of vowels is better than position accuracy of consonants. Also, the present recall data for consonant frame nonwords, as measured with all three scoring criteria, agrees with the recall data for consonant frame words reported in Lian et al.'s (2004) study.
Evidence of superior performance for consonant frame lists in the serial recall task also appeared in the error analysis. Recall of items from this category of lists was less burdened with errors across all error categories than was recall of the other list categories. In particular, we found item errors to be highly infrequent with consonant frame lists. However, the distributionof item and order errors according to phonologicalcategories does not imply a specification of the information lost in recall. Thus, Neath (1999) , in a simulation of a serial reconstruction experiment, argued that experimental manipulations affecting item information may produce order errors and vice versa. Yet the distribution of item and order errors in the present ISR task may nonetheless be related to different sources of interference. Therefore, the distribution may provide some indication of what information is lost in recall. The consonant frame category is constituted of highly distinct lists within the total set of study items, and yet these lists include phonologically similar or indistinct items. This property of consonant frame lists reduces the likelihoodof interlist interference and, therefore, of intrusions of items from other lists. The distinctiveness of rhyme lists works similarly to lower the frequency of intrusions from other lists, although not to the extent that is found for consonant frame lists. In general, intrusions from other lists were rare, owing to the open set of study items. Other item errors were phonologically inaccurate responses that accrued mainly to distinct and similar nonrhyme lists. In contrast to the distinctiveness of the items in the rhyme and consonant frame lists, there was a high degree of similarity among items within these two categories that in-creased the likelihood of intralist interference and that consequently gave rise to more order errors. Order errors per item recalled accrued more to rhyme lists than to any of the other list categories. Thus, it seems likely that memory of order is disadvantaged for items in rhyme lists, as compared with other list categories, including the consonant frame lists. Also, rhyme lists were recalled with less position accuracy than were the other list categories. This raises the question of whether the difference of position accuracy between rhyme and consonant frame items reflects a general advantage for vowels in tasks that require memory of order. In that case, we would expect better memory performance for vowels than for consonants in a serial recognition task (Allport, 1984; Gathercole et al., 2001; Martin, Lesch, & Bartha, 1999) . This problem was studied in the next experiment.
EXPERIMENT 2
Serial recognition tasks are in certain ways less demanding than ISR tasks are. First, the presentation of test items works as an effective retrieval cue, and second, since the serial recognition task involves the use of yes/no decisions, inconsiderablestrain is laid on the response system. The effect of phonological similarity on recognition performance may therefore differ from that on recall performance in the ISR task. Gathercole et al. (2001) found a PSE for both words and nonwords in a serial recognition task for children aged 8-9 years, whereas Lian et al. (2001) demonstrated PSE for words but not nonwords of low associative value in a serial recognition task for adult participants. Differences in associative value and wordlikeness of the nonwords used in the two studies may account for the divergent results on nonword serial recognition.The nonwords in Lian et al.'s (2001) study were CVC trigrams sorted into distinct and similar nonrhyme lists. Lists of distinct nonwords always differed with respect to the medial vowel and included no more than two items with the same initial or f inal consonant. Lists of similar nonwords always shared the medial vowel. This category corresponded to the similar nonrhyme items in the present Experiment 1.
The present Experiment 2 will extend Lian et al.'s (2001) Experiment 2 by comparing serial recognition of distinct nonwords with the serial recognition of consonant frame and rhyme nonwords. In Experiment 1, the latter two categories differed significantly with respect to position accuracy-that is, consonant frame nonwords were recalled more accurately with respect to position than rhyme nonwords were. This result indicates better order memory for consonant frame nonwords. Does this result mean that serial recognition of consonant frame items is superior as compared with rhyme items but comparable with the serial recognition of distinct items?
Method
Participants. Thirty students from the University of Oslo (12 males and 18 females, age range 19-29 years) served as participants in the experiment. All the participants were native speakers of Norwegian, had no documented hearing or language disorder, and signed an informed consent before taking part in the experiment.
Materials. A subsample of 44 CVC trigrams was selected from the set of nonwords used in Lian et al. (2004) on the basis of frequency counts in The Oslo Corpus (2000) . As in Experiment 1, all the trigrams were read by a speech-trained female actor and were digitized at a 44.1 kHz rate. Forty-five percent of the selected trigrams overlapped with the trigram set used in Experiment 1. All the trigrams were nonwords in the lexical sense-that is, none of them constituted Norwegian words, although some of them may have sounded similar to Norwegian or foreign words. They were sorted into one of three categories varying in phonological similarity-(1) rhyme items, (2) consonant frame items, and (3) phonologically distinct items-that were all defined in the same way as the item categories of Experiment 1 were. In the present experiment there was some overlap of items between the phonological categories, but the number of repeated items was balanced between categories. A minimum number of repetitions was necessitated by the serial recognition task. Each successively presented list pair contained the same items in the same or different order (e.g., biv bov bav buv-bov biv bav buv). Each list pair was presented once in the same order and once in a different order, producing four repetitions of each item. Within each category, we constructed four lists of four items and four lists of five items, and each list gave rise to two pairs to be compared for serial order. Thus, within the category of consonant frame items at List Length 4, eight pairs of lists were presented, half of which included items in an identical order and the other half in a different order. The same number of pairs was presented for List Length 5 in each of the other phonological categories. In total, we had 216 single item presentations, which means that on the average each item was repeated five times. Thus, in addition to being repeated four times within a category, each item was also repeated once in another category.
Procedure. The participants were presented with a pair of lists separated by a 2-sec pause, and interitem pauses within a list were 500 msec. The participants were told that the two lists included exactly the same items, sometimes in a different order with only two items transposed into adjacent positions in the second presentation (i.e., a minimal change of order) and sometimes in exactly the same order. Their task was to make a yes/no decision with respect to similarity of order.
The sequence of phonological categories was balanced according to a Latin square design, but within each category, List Length 4 always preceded List Length 5. Identical and different pairs of lists were randomized within each phonological and list length category.
Design. The experiment was run according to a repeated measures design with the factors list length (2) and phonological category (3). The results demonstrate that serial recognition of consonant frame lists is superior to serial recognition of rhyme lists. The order of consonant frame nonwords is recognized better than the order of distinct nonwords at List Length 4, but not across the entire data set. The fact that serial recognition of consonant frame lists was not superior to that of distinct nonwords across list lengths may have been caused by the variation of medial vowels in the distinct lists. Both the consonant frame and distinct lists included vowel differences. Therefore, vowel variation is likely to be a critical factor that facilitates the memory of order.
Results and Discussion

GENERAL DISCUSSION
The present study yielded evidence of two opposing effects of phonological similarity in serial recall of nonwords. In agreement with Lian et al. (2004) , PSE was reversed in both the classical serial recall score and the item recall score when distinct lists were compared with rhyme and consonant frame lists. Yet PSE was present when position accuracy scores of distinct and rhyme lists were compared. PSE was absent for all scoring criteria when similar nonrhyme and distinct lists were compared.
The results of the present study agree with Fallon et al.'s (1999) results for rhyme lists with the item recall and position accuracy criteria. Thus, words and nonwords are equally affected by the rhyme operationalization of phonological similarity when performance is assessed in terms of item recall and position accuracy. When performance is assessed in terms of serial recall, however, effects of all three forms of phonological similarity differ between words and nonwords.
PSE in serial recognition of nonwords is reversed when distinct and consonant frame lists of List Length 4 are compared and are absent when distinct lists are compared with both rhyme and consonant frame lists across list lengths. Yet consonant frame lists have an advantage in serial recognition tasks, since the serial order of these lists is recognized significantly better than the serial order of rhyme lists. At the same time, the difference between consonant frame and distinct lists is close to significance with the Bonferroni correction, but this result constitutes no convincingevidence of a reversal of PSE in the serial recognition task for nonwords.
The effects of phonological similarity clearly depend on (1) the way we define phonologicalsimilarity and (2) the way we score recall performance in the serial recall task. The results of Experiment 1 contrast with those of similar experiments that used words in serial recall tasks (Baddeley, 1968; Coltheart, 1993) , indicating that detrimental effects of phonological similarity are limited to memory of word sequences. However, the position accuracy scores in Experiment 1 do not fully support this conclusion. In this experiment, and in Fallon et al.'s (1999) Experiments 1 and 2, rhyme lists were recalled less accurately than were phonologicallydistinct lists. These findings support a tentative conclusion that the detrimental effects of phonological similarity are more evident in position accuracy scores than in serial recall scores in serial recall tasks. Furthermore, they support the general assumption that similarity, be it phonologicalor semantic, is mainly a disadvantage to order memory (Conrad, 1965; Drewnowski, 1980; SaintAubin & Poirier, 2000) . Fallon et al. (1999) showed that rhyming words (with consonant contrasts) and similar nonrhyming words were recalled less accurately than phonologicallydistinct words were. This finding has given rise to the hypothesisthat position accuracy is an inverse function of the number of shared phonemes of the items in the presented list. A confirmation of that hypothesis would support the assumption that phonological similarity is detrimental to order memory. However, the present study has given only partial support to this hypothesis. Consonant frame and rhyme lists, in which items of both categories share two phonemes, differed significantly with respect to position accuracy, and lists of similar nonrhyming nonwords, which share one phoneme, did not differ from lists of distinct nonwords, which have no phoneme in common. Fallon et al.'s (1999) interpretation, that of the serial recall scores for rhyme lists as the masking of a positive effect of category cuing in item recall with the detrimental effect of phonological similarity in position accuracy, is not supported by the present data. Lists of both rhyme and consonant frame nonwords include shared phonemic elements, and therefore, category cuing should be effective in the recall of both types of lists. Yet item recall of consonant frame lists was significantly better than item recall of rhyme lists.
Both categories excelled in relation to similar nonrhyme and distinct lists, with respect to both serial recall and item recall. Note that both rhyme and consonant frame lists differ substantially from similar nonrhyme lists in phonological structure, since items in each of the former two categories share two phonemes whereas items in the latter category share only one phoneme. Yet only rhyme items were disadvantaged with respect to position accu- racy in the serial recall task. The position accuracy of consonant frame items differed significantly from neither distinct nor similar nonrhyme lists. In view of both the present study and that of Fallon et al. (1999) , it may be argued that similarity, be it phonological or semantic, is an impediment to order memory. However, a detrimental effect of phonological similarity may be restricted to order memory for words, or else, in view of the present results, the effect applies only to a certain operationalization of phonological similarity.
Note that memory of consonant frame items is better than memory of rhyme items, in terms of all three recall scores in the serial recall task of Experiment 1 and in terms of serial recognition in Experiment 2. This result indicates that both position accuracy and serial recognition represent memory of order and that vowels (in consonant frame lists) facilitate memory of order more than do consonants (in rhyme lists). The present findings, therefore, point to the roles of consonant and vowel sounds in shortterm memory and should be discussed in relation to the research tradition starting with the works of Crowder (1971) , Crowder and Morton (1969) , and Pisoni (1973 Pisoni ( , 1975 . These investigators focused on vowel and consonant sounds in relation to such specific effects as recency effects, suffix effects, and modality effects, as well as the relative discriminability of the two speech categories. The differences between vowel and consonant sounds with respect to categorical perception were discussed by Pisoni (1973) , whereas Surprenant and Neath (1996) discussed the relation between discriminabilityand memory of speech sounds.
We assume that both the consonant frame (C_C) and the final biphone (VC) of rhyme lists may serve as retrieval cues in the serial recall task. The present data show that C_C may be a more effective cue than is the rhyme element VC. However, these cues are also associated with different series of phonemic contrasts. Thus, the consonant frame C_C is associated with series of vowel contrasts, and the rhyme element VC is associated with series of consonant contrasts. Therefore, we cannot tell whether the advantage of consonant frame lists, as compared with that of rhyme lists, can be attributed to the invariant cue or the phonemic contrasts. Yet vowel variation alone (in distinct lists) improves position accuracy for both words (Fallon et al., 1999) and nonwords . Vowel variation also improves, although to a lesser degree, position accuracy for consonant frame lists. Also, order errors per item recalled are less frequent for consonant frame than for rhyme lists. Thus, position accuracy, together with order errors per item recalled, show that vowel variation facilitates short-term memory of order. The advantage of vowel variation over consonant variation has previously been shown in a task of serial reconstruction (Surprenant & Neath, 1996) . Further support to this conclusion is given by the results of Experiment 2, which show an advantage for the consonant frame over rhyme lists in the serial recognition task.
In view of the present study, a readjustment of Gathercole and Martin's (1996) interactive model is needed. We have suggested that PSE for words is associated with an inhibition of representations of phonologicalneighbors in the primary lexical-phonologicallayer. However, we have not so far introduced a precise definition of phonological neighborhood.The present study, Fallon et al. (1999) , and Lian et al. (2004) have all indicated that vowel variation creates phonological contrasts rather than phonological neighbors-that is, consonant frame items will not be represented as phonological neighbors. Items that share a vowel sound are more likely to be represented as phonological neighbors the more consonant sounds they share. Furthermore, the inhibition of such neighbors is detrimental to their serial order in memory tasks. Finally, this inhibition is limited to representations in the primary lexicalphonologicallayer (i.e., representations of words and high associative nonwords).
The recall of nonwords that are represented as new, unstable clusters in a prelexical phonological layer should not be affected by phonological similarity. In the present study, only nonwords that formed rhyme lists were thus affected, and only when memory performance was measured in terms of position accuracy. This is not surprising, since it may be the case that the rhyme category was a mixture of items of low and high associative values whose representations are close phonological neighbors.
Shared phonemes are an effective category cue during retrieval of rhyme lists and consonant frame lists, regardless of lexicality and associative value of the study items. Shared phonemes may also be used as a category cue during retrieval of similar nonrhyme lists. However, it would not be as effective as in the other categories of phonological similarity because the final consonant is not a constant, which causes a greater proportion of item errors. Shared phonemes also function as a category cue in longterm memory, as is seen in the reversal of PSE in delayed recall of words . The advantage of phonologically distinct items over rhyme and consonant frame items is restricted to items that are perceived as sufficiently meaningful or familiar, and only in cases of immediate recall, not delayed recall. With phonologically similar nonwords that share the midvowel, however, the reversal of PSE is less consistent and is related to the associative value of the nonwords. The superiority of distinct lists appears to be a genuine effect of primary memory or an on-line language mechanism, whereas the superiority of rhyming relies on the organization of long-term memory in the construction of response alternatives. Paradoxically, the former effect applies only to semantically distinct material (i.e., material that readily actives longterm memory representations), whereas the latter effect may be applied to any verbal material.
